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Abstract. Double-blind peer review is a powerful method to achieve high quality
and thus trustworthiness of user-contributed content. Facilitating such reviews re-
quires incentives as well as privacy protection for the reviewers. In this paper, we
present the concept of privacy-friendly incentives and discuss the required prop-
erties. We then propose a concrete cryptographic realization based on ideas from
anonymous e-cash and credential systems. Finally, we report on our software’s
integration into the MediaWiki software.
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1 Introduction

We, as users, all rely increasingly on information on the Internet, ranging from stock
quotes and financial news to medical information. Also, businesses and organizations
(including governments) rely on information on the Internet to make their decisions—
including, for instance, court cases and financial investments. It is therefore crucial that
this information can be trusted to be correct.

Information provided by organizations is typically considered trustworthy because
organizations are trusted to have quality assurance processes in place. Moreover, they
can be held liable for publishing incorrect information. Anincreasing part of the Inter-
net’s content isuser-contributed. Here, assessing the trustworthiness of the information
is much more difficult, because the contributing users are typically barely known and
can easily be impersonated. Also, as they can hardly be held liable, users sometimes
contribute wrong information, on purpose. Such cases rangefrom discrediting other
users to manipulating votes or markets, see [25, 26] for examples.

Sites such as Wikipedia try to address this problem by establishing user’s reputa-
tion. This is normally done by registration andidentification of the users, sacrificing
users’ privacy for the quality of their contributions. For instance, Citizendium, a new
electronic encyclopedia project, only accepts contributors who are registered with full
curriculum vitae and proof of identity. The contributors must consent to obligatory dis-
closure of their Personal Identifiable Information (PII). However, users often prefer to
be anonymous or pseudonymous when contributing contents orcommenting on other
contributions. In fact, it is crucial for protecting all ouron-line privacy to be able to
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interact with such wide on-line communities in an anonymousor pseudonymous way.
Moreover, pseudonymous interactions generally seem to guarantee higher quality of
contributions.

An additional mechanism for quality assurance isdistributed moderation or rating
as, for instance, used by Slashdot.org or Apple’s App store for the iPhone. Distributed
moderation is typically done by rating, tagging, and reviewing of contributions or, in
other words, by adding meta-data of the user community itself. It seems that such sys-
tems can quickly and consistently separate high and low quality comments in an online
conversation [18], but also that the quantity and quality ofmeta-data may not be suffi-
cient in practice unless users are given sufficient incentives. The latter was also observed
in an experiment made on the IBM Intranet as part of the PrimeLife project [22]. In-
centives could be in the form of monetary payments (e.g., micro-payments or points
that can be redeemed later for a book or CD), valuations such as gaining reputation (cf.
eBay), or in the form of side-effects (e.g., as games with a purpose [2]).

In conclusion, we need an on-line collaboration system that, on the one hand, pro-
tects the privacy of the users and, on the other hand, enhances the quality by giving
incentives for reviews and moderation. For the latter, we need of course to ensure that
the privacy offered cannot be abused. For instance, it must not be possible that one and
the same person provides the original contribution and thenalso does all the modera-
tion and reviews. In the paper, we first investigate the requirements and then provide
a system that offers maximal privacy to the users, and allowsfor providing incentives
and the establishment of reputations. Our system is based onunlinkable pseudonyms,
anonymous credentials and e-cash [19, 4, 7, 8].

Contributions. We specify the first privacy-friendly incentive system withstrong pri-
vacy protection and accountability. The system not only covers incentives and repu-
tation, but also separation of duties, role-based and attribute-based entitlement poli-
cies. We provide a cryptographic realization based on abstract interfaces with zero-
knowledge proofs of knowledge, anonymous credential systems and anonymous e-cash
as primitives. Our system can be instantiated in the Strong RSA (SRSA) as well as in
the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) setting.

We have implemented our incentive system for Wikipedia using the Identity Mixer
cryptographic library [17] based on the SRSA. It can be used with any other on-line
collaboration platform. We intend to make our source code publicly available at [22].

2 Privacy-friendly Incentives

Wikipedia provides documents to its users contributed by members of the commu-
nity. This user-generated content varies in quality and canbe significantly improved
by (expert) reviews and comments. As most scientists know, good reviews are time-
consuming, that is, come at a cost. Even though community service out of idealism is
a common trait in the Wikipedia community, incentive systems can improve the situa-
tion for contributors as well as for the contributed content. They aim at reimbursing the
review or revision cost by awards, and at invigorating the review process.



Privacy-friendly incentives complement this fundamentalgoal with anonymity and
privacy protection for all users. Therefore, they enable a double-blind peer review pro-
cess and nurture fairness, impartiality, and rigor. Authors as well as the reviewers of
documents can remain anonymous during the entire review process. Such a review pro-
cess is believed to be essential for academic quality, even though it sometimes lacks
in reviewer accountability. Our goal is to establish a cryptographic system that reaches
high quality standards, while fulfilling the diverse requirements of the involved parties.

We formalize the incentive system as a collaborative document editing system, in
which all revisions, reviews and comments are linked to one initial documentP0. We
consider a document version historyP = {P0, . . . Pn} as ordered sequence of revi-
sions, reviews and comments associated with theP0, wherePn denotes the most recent
revision or review.

Principals. There are multiple parties interacting with a documentP . We have a clear-
ing house that hosts all documents and organizes the incentive system, in our case the
wiki W component. The wiki has a community of users and each userU may act in
different and multiple roles:

ReaderU: A reader consumes a documentP . Any reader may offer incentives to other
users to improve the quality of a document by a review or a revision.

Author V: An author contributes an initial version or a revision of a documentP .
ReviewerR: A reviewer contributes reviews and comments for a documentP in ex-

change for receiving an incentive.
Editor E: An editor is a privileged user, who may approve or decline document revi-

sions or reviews by authors and reviewers.

We introduce a bankB to exchange electronic incentives for real-world goods and
awards. Users of wikiW can withdraw fresh incentive e-coins and deposit spent ones
as part of our virtual incentive economy. Even though we allow a system with full
anonymity, we require each user to register with a trusted identity issuerI to infuse ac-
countability in the entire review and incentive process. Each userU obtains an identity
certificateσU on its identityskU from issuerI. Our system works with multiple banks as
well as multiple identity issuers, we focus on the single-bank/single-issuer case for sim-
plicity. The identity of an honest user is never revealed by the incentive system, whereas
the certified identity enforces separation of duties between authors and reviewers, and
prevents double-spending attacks as well as vandalism.

Concepts.In a privacy-friendly incentive system, many anonymous users interact with
a single documentP . Incentives may be given before or after a contribution (revision
or review).Pre-contributionincentives are offered to users to provide a contribution
at all and it is independent from the contribution quality. For instance, a readerU can
offer incentive e-coins for any reviewerR who is willing to contribute a review.Post-
contributionincentives are offered after the contribution is made and may be dependent
on the quality of the contribution. For instance, users can rate the quality of reviewer’s
contribution and offer reputation e-coins for his work.

In our model, a readerU explicitly withdraws incentives from a bankB. The
readerU offers thesepre-contributionincentives on the wikiW for improvements on



a documentP . The wiki W acts as a clearing house and it is responsible for ensuring
unlinkability by exchanging the spent incentives of readerU with bankB for fresh in-
centives. Once a reviewerR decides to contribute a reviewP ′, he submits the review
to the wikiW for inspection by an editorE. Once the editorE approves the review, the
reviewerR can obtain the incentives from the wikiW. We leave community approval
to the extensions in Sect. 5. Aspost-contributionincentives extension, the number of
obtained incentives can be dependent on the review rating orthe reviewer can obtain
separate reputation e-coins to build a reputation credential.

Checks and Balances.The privacy-friendly incentive system provides anonymityto
all users and balances this property with strong accountability safe-guards. In a fully
anonymous system without such safe-guards, malicious users could attempt to manip-
ulate reviews, sabotage other author’s work or publish fabrications without account-
ability. Well known examples of checks and balances to counter those attacks are the
separation of reviewer and author/editor, or the binding ofreviews and documents to
the contributor’s true identity.

To achieve accountability as well as separation of duties between roles, we intro-
duce a cryptographic domain pseudonymNP,U for each userU that interacts with a
documentP . It is a function of the user’s true identityskU and the documentP while
hiding skU computationally. Therefore, each entity interacting withdocumentP has
one unique pseudonym, which is independent from entity’s role. PseudonymsNP,U

andNQ,U created for different documentsP andQ are unlinkable.

3 Preliminaries

In this section we describe the abstract interfaces of the cryptographic primitives we
employ, mostly following Bangerter et al. [4]. Our actual implementation uses and ex-
tends the Identity Mixer library [17] which offers the following primitives.

3.1 Commitment Schemes

A commitment scheme allows one to commit to a messagem from some domain (typ-
ically Zq for some primeq). The interface is as follows.

C ← Commit(m, r): Commit to messagem via commitmentC.
{0, 1} ← VerifyCommit(C,m, r): Verify commitmentC belonging to messagem.

The interface can be instantiated by the Pedersen commitment scheme [21] or the
Integer commitment scheme by Damgård and Fujisaki [12]. For the Pedersen scheme,
public parameters are a groupG of prime orderq, and generators(g0, . . . , gl). In order
to commit to the values(m1, . . . ,ml) ∈ Z

l
q, pick a randomr ∈ Zq and set

C ← Commit((m1, . . . ,ml), r) = gr0

l∏

i=1

gmi

i .



3.2 Zero-Knowledge Proofs andΣ-Protocols

When referring to the zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge ofdiscrete logarithms
and statements about them, we will follow the notation introduced by Camenisch and
Stadler [11] and formally defined by Camenisch, Kiayias, andYung [9].

For instance,PK{(a, b, c) : y = gahb ∧ ỹ = g̃ah̃c} denotes a “zero-knowledge
Proof of Knowledge of integersa, b and c such thaty = gahb and ỹ = g̃ah̃c

holds,” where y, g, h, ỹ, g̃ and h̃ are elements of some groupsG = 〈g〉 = 〈h〉 and
G̃ = 〈g̃〉 = 〈h̃〉. Following the approach of Bangerter et al., thePK notation accepts
abstract predicates on input. For instance,PK{(m, r) : VerifyCommit(C,m, r)} de-
notes the proof of representation of a commitment.SPK denotes a signature proof
of knowledge, that is a non-interactive transformation of aproof with the Fiat-Shamir
Heuristic [14].

3.3 Signature Scheme for Anonymous Credentials

Bangerter et al. [4] formalize anonymous credential systems as an abstract signature
interface. The signer is an issuerI with a key pair (sk I, pk I).

(sk I, pk I)← SetupSig(ℓ): Key generation for the issuerI.
(σ)()← HiddenSign((C1, . . . , Cl′), (ml′+1, . . .ml), r; pk I)(sk I): Issuer I signs hid-

den messages(m1, . . . ,ml′) in commitments(C1, . . . , Cl′ ) as well as known mes-
sages(ml′+1, . . . ,ml). The user completes the signatureσ with the commitment
randomnessr.

{0, 1} ← VerifySig(σ, (m1, . . . ,ml); pk I): Predicate to verify a signatureσ by issuerI
on messages(m1, . . . ,ml).

{0, 1} ← VerifySigPred(σ, (m1, . . . ,ml),AttrPredicate; pk I): Verifies addition-
ally that the efficiently provable predicateAttrPredicate over the messages
(m1, . . . ,ml) is fulfilled.

This abstraction contains the following key points: First,it provides aHiddenSign()
function that allows an issuerI to sign committed valuesCi = Commit(mi, r),
i ∈ {1, . . . , l′} without knowledge of the hidden valuesmi. Second, it provides a pred-
icateVerifySig() that allows for a verification of signatures in zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge. Third, it offers an additional predicateVerifySigPred() to verify attribute
statements over the attributes of signatureσ in zero-knowledge proofs.

3.4 E-Coin Schemes

Our construction uses simple e-coins as a basic building block. We reference compact
e-cash [8] for a formal set of definitions.

(skB, pkB)← SetupBank(ℓ): Key generation for a bankB.
(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ )()←Withdraw(σU ; skU, pkB)(skB, pk I): UserU withdraws an unspent

e-coin(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ) from a bankB, whereσΨ is the bank’s signature on the e-coin,
dΨ is a double-spending random element andsΨ is the e-coin serial number. The
bank verifiesU’s identity skU certified by issuerI in signatureσU .



(T,R)(Ψ)← Spend(σU , (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skU)(pkB): User U spends an e-coin
(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ) with a recipient while proving ownership of the e-coin with re-
lation to its identityskU. The recipient outputs a spent e-coinΨ = (sΨ , R, T, Φ),
whereR is a challenge from the recipient,T is a function of(skU, R, dΨ ) such that
T ← g

skUR
B gdΨ

B is computed by the userU andΦ is the proof transcript.
()(Ψ)← Deposit(Ψ)(): Sends a spent e-coinΨ to the bankB.
(pkU, Π)← Identify(Ψ1, Ψ2): BankB runsIdentify() on two spent e-coinsΨ1 andΨ2

to identify the double-spending perpetratorU. It outputsU’s public keypkU and
the double-spending proofΠ .

{0, 1} ← VerifyGuilt(pkU, Π): The double-spending case(pkU, Π) is publicly verifi-
able byVerifyGuilt().

Let us recall the core properties of an e-coin scheme:

Correctness. The Withdraw() and Spend() operations terminate successfully with
honest participants. An honest recipient accepts an e-coinfrom a successful
Spend().

Balance. No more e-coins can be spent than withdrawn.
Identification of Double-Spenders.Suppose bankB is honest. Let us considerU1

and U2 being honest users, each of them receiving the same e-coin during an
execution of theSpend() protocol with an adversary, sayΨ1 = (sΨ , R1, T1, Φ1)
andΨ2 = (sΨ , R2, T2, Φ2). Then the adversary can be identified by the double-
spending detectionIdentify() with overwhelming probability.

Public Key Recovery. The double-spending detection identifies a perpetratorU by
outputtingpkU. We do not require full tracing as proposed in e-cash schemes.

Exculpability. Guilt in double-spending is publicly verifiable.

4 Core Incentive System

We define and analyze the core incentive system based on the preliminaries explained
in Sect. 3. We start with definition of the service interface,continue with specification
of the security requirements and realization of the system,and we conclude this section
with security analysis.

4.1 Service Interface

()(NB,U)← Register(σU; skU, pkB)(pk I): A userU registers at bankB anonymously
while establishing a bank-specific domain pseudonymNB,U for future transactions.

(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ )(NB,U)←WithdrawIncentive(σU; skU, pkB)(skB, pk I): A reader U

withdraws incentive e-coin from bankB. ReaderU outputs a triple of e-coin
signatureσΨ , double-spend random elementdΨ and e-coin serial numbersΨ .
BankB outputs the reader’s domain pseudonymNB,U.

()(Ψ,NP,U)← SubmitOffer(σU, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ), P ; skU)(pkB, pk I): A readerU submits
an incentive offer to wikiW, the clearing house. WikiW outputs a spent e-coinΨ
and the reader’s domain pseudonymNP,U for documentP .SubmitOffer guarantees
reader’s proof of possession of the e-coin.



()(NP,R)← ProposeReview(σR, P, P
′; skR, pk I)(ReviewP ; pk I): A reviewer R pro-

poses a reviewP ′ for documentP anonymously at wikiW. The wiki W outputs
the reviewer’s domain pseudonymNP,R for documentP . It ensures that reviewerR
fulfills the entitlement and qualification predicateReviewP and the separation of
duties with the author.

()(NP,E)← EvaluateReview(σE, P, P
′, result ; skE, pk I)(pk I): An editor E rates the

reviewP ′ for documentP with rateresult . The valueresult determines approval
or rejection. WikiW enforces the separation of duties.

(Ψ)(NP,R)← SubmitReview(σR, P, P
′; skR, pkB, pk I)(σW, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skW, pk I):

A reviewerR submits an approved reviewP ′ to wiki W and obtains the reward
incentive e-coinΨ in return. The domain pseudonymNP,R links the transactions.

()(Ψ)← DepositIncentive(Ψ)(): A spent e-coinΨ is sent to bankB.
(σ′Ψ , d

′
Ψ , s
′
Ψ )(Ψ)← ExchangeIncentive(Ψ, σW; skW, pkB)(skB, pk I): Wiki W de-

posits a spent e-coinΨ at bankB in exchange for a fresh e-coin(σ′Ψ , d
′
Ψ , s
′
Ψ ).

The bankB receives the deposited e-coinΨ and may runIdentify() to reveal
double-spender.

4.2 Requirements

First, to ensure rigorous and impartial reviews, authors, reviewers and editors must
benefit from a strong privacy protection. The parties need tobe anonymous and their
transactions unlinkable between multiple documents.

Second, we consider multiple access control properties. The system must support
roles and attributes to qualify reviews. We also allow the certification of a reviewer
profession and expertise, which increases trust in reviewsand may entitle to claim a
larger incentive for an editing task. In addition, the rolesof different parties in a review
process must be clearly separated. The most common example is that an author may
not review and judge her own article.

Third, the system must hold users accountable for their actions to discourage van-
dalism and fraud. This involves a certification of users’ identities, be it by the Wikipedia
system itself or trusted third parties, such as government-supported electronic identifi-
cation issuers. The system supports identity escrow by standard means, for instance, by
verifiably encrypting user’s true identity to a trusted anonymity revocation authority.

Incentive Security. Correctness: The operations terminate successfully with honest
participants.Balance: No more incentive e-coins can be given than have been
withdrawn.Public Key Recovery: An adversary can be identified by the double-
spending detection with overwhelming probability, the perpetratorU is identified
by outputtingpkU. Exculpability: Double-spending guilt is publicly verifiable.

Anonymity. The users of the Wikipedia system can be completely anonymous. Users
shall be linked only to specific articles by domain pseudonyms.

Unlinkability. Different transactions within a review process, as well as transactions
of the entire Wikipedia system are unlinkable. Unlinkability of the underlying tech-
nology is orthogonal to this claim (IP addresses, cookies, etc.)

Role- and Attribute-based Entitlement. The system allows role-based (RBAC) and
attribute-based access control (ABAC) based on certified identities.



Separation of Duties. The system enforces a separation of conflicting duties (SoD). In
particular, an author cannot review or rate her own article.

Accountability. The system holds users accountable for their actions by three means:
(i) Identity Certification: The users’ true identities and roles are certified in anony-
mous credentials by trusted issuers. (ii)Master Key Consistency: All credentials and
transactions of a userU are bound to the same identity/master keyskU. (iii) Identity
Escrow: We allow a trusted third party to revoke the anonymity of users.

4.3 Realization

We realize the incentive service interface with the abstract primitives from Sect. 3. We
focus on protocol diagrams for the complex interactions.

Register(σU; skU, pkB)(): We require each userU to register at bankB and to establish
a bank-specific domain pseudonymNB,U in the course of the action. UserU proves
knowledge of representation of the domain pseudonymNB,U in SPK 1:

SPK 1{(σU, skU,m1, . . . ,ml) :

VerifySig(σU, (m1, . . . ,ml); pk I) ∧NB,U = (H(pkB))
skU};

WithdrawIncentive(σU; skU, pkB)(skB, pk I): We require a readerU withdrawing an in-
centive e-coin to prove her pseudonymNB,U prior to the e-coin withdrawal withSPK 2:

SPK 2{(σU, skU,m1, . . . ,ml) :

VerifySig(σU, (m1, . . . ,ml); pk I) ∧NB,U = (H(pkB))
skU};

After the readerU successfully logged in asNB,U, it engages in aWithdraw() operation
with the bank, to obtain the incentive e-coins.

ReaderU
(σU; skU, pkB)

BankB
(skB, pk I)

NB,U ← (H(pkB))
skU ;

Φ2 ← SPK 2{. . .} −−−−−−
(NB,U, Φ2)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Verify: (NB,U, Φ2) with pk I

(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ) ←−
Withdraw(σU; skU, pkB)(skB, pk I)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ()

(σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ) (NB,U)

SubmitOffer(σU, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ), P ; skU)(pkB): To submit an offer, a readerU spends an
incentive e-coin with the wikiW and proves knowledge of representation of his domain
pseudonymNP,U for a documentP by SPK 3:

SPK 3{(skU, dΨ , R) : T = gskUR
B gdΨ

B ∧NP,U = (H(P ))skU};



ReaderU
(σU, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ), P ; skU)

Wiki W
(pkB, pk I)

NP,U ← (H(P ))skU ;

(T, R) ←−
Spend(σU, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skU)(pkB, pk I);
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Ψ)

Φ3 ← SPK 3{. . .} −−−−−−−−−
(NP,U, Φ3)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Verify: (NB,U, Φ3) with pk I

() (Ψ,NP,U)

ProposeReview(σR, P, P
′; skR, pk I)(ReviewP ; pk I): A reviewer R may propose a

review P ′ for documentP by proving knowledge of representation of domain
pseudonymNP,R to wiki W. SPK 4 proves in addition that the reviewerR certificateσR

fulfills the predicateReviewP , e.g., that reviewerR is a doctor:

SPK 4{(σR, skR,m1, . . . ,ml) :

VerifySigPred(σR, (m1, . . . ,ml),ReviewP ; pk I) ∧NP,R = (H(P ))skR};

The wiki W verifies that the reviewerR is different from the author of the docu-
mentP by comparing their domain pseudonyms.

EvaluateReview(σE, P, P
′, result ; skE, pk I)(pk I): An editorE can evaluate a reviewP ′

after having proven knowledge of representation of his domain pseudonymNP,E in
SPK 5:

SPK 5{(σE, skE,m1, . . . ,ml) :

VerifySig(σE, (m1, . . . ,ml); pk I) ∧NP,E = (H(P ))skE}(result);

The wiki W verifies that editorE and reviewerR are different by comparing their
domain pseudonyms.

SubmitReview(σR, P, P
′; skR, pkB, pk I)(σW, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skW, pk I): When a re-

viewerR submits an approved reviewP ′, she needs to prove knowledge of representa-
tion of her domain pseudonymNP,R first to link the transaction to the previous ones:

SPK 6{(σR, skR,m1, . . . ,ml) :

VerifySig(σR, (m1, . . . ,ml); pk I) ∧NP,R = (H(P ))skR};

The wiki W only engages in theSpend() protocol with reviewerR after successful
proof. The reviewerR obtains an incentive e-coinΨ and can subsequently deposit it at



the bankB.

ReviewerR
(σR, P, P ′; skR, pkB, pk I)

Wiki W
(σW, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skW, pk I)

NP,R ← (H(P ))skR ;

Φ6 ← SPK 6{. . .} −−−−−−−
(NP,R, Φ6)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Verify: (NP,R, Φ6) with pk I

(Ψ) ←−
Spend(σW, (σΨ , dΨ , sΨ ); skW)(pkB)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (T,R)

(Ψ) (NP,R)

4.4 Security Analysis

Incentive Security.The balance property of the e-cash system directly transfers to the
incentive balance of our construction. The e-cash system’sIdentify() andVerifyGuilt()
operations on user public keys enforceBalanceandExculpabilityproperties.

Anonymity and Unlinkability.We based our construction on anonymous credentials as
root identity. Throughout the system’s transactions, users only prove knowledge of rep-
resentation of their domain pseudonyms and their actual identities are kept confidential,
except in the case of double-spending.

The cross-document unlinkability is maintained because the domain pseudonyms
are uniformly distributed random group elements under the assumption of the ran-
dom oracle model (ROM). The decision whether two keys,x andy, are equal given
(H(P ))x,H(Q))y, P,Q) is hard under the Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assump-
tion in the ROM. We break the linking of non-transferable e-coins by an exchange
between clearing house and bank via theExchangeIncentive() operation.

Role- and Attribute-based Entitlement.We use the certified attributes in user’s identity
credentialσU as flexible entitlement mechanism. Our system supports RBACby cer-
tified role attributes, as well as ABAC by selective disclosure of further attributes. We
employ this technique in theProposeReview() operation: a reviewerR proves that her
identity credentialσR fulfills a review predicateReviewP . It applies to all of the proofs
of representation of domain pseudonyms.

Separation of Duties.The separation of duties is enforced by proofs over domain
pseudonyms. We realizesubject-basedseparation of duties, the editor of the docu-
ment is different from the author, by an inequality check of the domain pseudonyms.
We realizerole-basedseparation of duties, the document can only be confirmed under
four-eyes principle, where one user has the role of aClerk and another has the role of a
Manager, by signature proofs of knowledge of roles and attributes associated with a do-
main pseudonym. The probability that two keys,x andy, for which(H(P ))x,H(P ))y)
collide is negligible as both are uniformly distributed random group elements given the
ROM.



Accountability. We getIdentity CertificationandMaster Key Consistencyproperties
by design of the anonymous credential system. We achieve theIdentity Escrowprop-
erty by including a Verifiable Encryption (e.g., Camenisch and Shoup [10]) of a user’s
true identityskU towards a trusted third party. We consider this procedure a standard
technique and do not elaborate on it.

5 Functional Extensions and Future Work

Although we implemented the core incentive system as elaborated in Sect. 6, we have
not yet realized certain extension ideas. The following explains possible extensions for
rating reviews on contributions and building reviewer’s reputation.

Rating Reviews. In the presented system, the wikiW is responsible for checking the
quality of the reviews and, if it finds the quality sufficient,for releasing spent incentive
e-coins to the reviewerR. Alternatively, one could let the wiki community rate these
reviews and have the wikiW only release the e-coins to the reviewerR, if the submitted
review obtained a sufficiently high ranking. The mechanism would proceed as follows:
Users (raters) sign their rating of the review with their domain pseudonym. The wikiW
collects these ratings, checks that the domain pseudonyms of the raters and of the re-
viewer are different (separation of duties), as well as thateach domain pseudonym of a
rater only occurs once (one-time rating).

If there are several reviews, the offered e-coins can be distributed to different re-
viewers in proportion of the reviews ranking. This approachencourages reviewers to
provide quality reviews in order to gain a high ranking and collect most of the e-coins.
At the same time, it prevents reviewers from collecting all of the e-coins for poor quality
reviews.

Reviewer Reputation. Rating of a review provides feedback on the quality of the re-
view. This naturally lends itself to be used for an (anonymous) reputation system. Thus,
the wiki W could issue reputation credentials (points) to reviewers and authors based
on the quality of the reviews and articles. Articles could beranked by users similarly to
the reviews as described above.

More precisely, a reputation system can be implemented as follows. In addition to
earned incentives, the wikiW could also issue an anonymous one-time credential to the
userU (reviewer or author) according to the received average rating. This credential can
be realized with the e-coin scheme, where the rating is encoded in the denomination.
One either uses a different bank public key for each denomination or one extends the
e-cash scheme to include denomination as an e-coin attribute. Thesereputation e-coins
can then be gathered by the author or reviewers.

Let us assume some reputation authority that issues credentials which state user’s
reputation. Users can then exchange the reputation e-coinswith the reputation authority
against an updated reputation credential without this transaction being linkable to the
corresponding article/review. The one-time spending property of the e-coin will ensure
that each rating can be used only once. Depending on how the reputation is computed,



the rating e-coin and the old reputation credential cannot be exchanged directly for a
new reputation credential, but the userU might need to have a pseudonymous account
where he can deposit all the different ratings and then get anupdated reputation creden-
tial issued once this computation is done. We leave a detailed discussion to the extended
version of this paper.

6 Example Application

Wikipedia is a large-scale online encyclopedia project that at this time has grown
to ∼ 3.35 · 106 articles in the English version and∼ 9.25 · 106 articles in total [27],
and that is beginning to rival more established compendiumsof human knowledge [16].
Its software platform, MediaWiki, allows anybody with Internet access to read and edit
shared articles. The most important criteria in Wikipedia’s search for new quality as-
sessment methods are the immediacy typical for social mediaas well as accuracy, which
can be challenging [24].

The German Wikipedia chapter has deployed one such process in the form of the
MediaWiki extensionFlaggedRevs [13]. It allows eligible users, e.g., those who
have earned editor role by being active community member fora certain duration, to
review articles. In one configuration, review criteria include levels of accuracy, depth,
and readability, and the review status is prominently displayed along with each article
as important quality indication. According to theFlaggedRevs 2008 report [15],
approximately 90.8% of the German Wikipedia articles have been reviewed at least
once, even though, mostly by small pockets of active (expert) contributors.

Our example application functions as an extension to theFlaggedRevs exten-
sion and is registered as add-on PHP functionality in the MediaWiki. We register sev-
eral incentive handling functions at its main code entry points. If both extensions,
FlaggedRevs andMango are installed, users can offer incentives when they want
certain articles to be reviewed, and reviewers can earn these incentives by providing
their expert insights through the revision process.

We report that we have implemented the presented incentive system architecture
in the MediaWiki (see Fig. 2) as theMango extension, as well as the cryptographic
incentives system from Sect. 2 using the Identity Mixer library [17] based on the SRSA.
The MediaWiki extensionMango contains the appropriate hooks to accommodate the
cryptographic functions and serves as a glue between MediaWiki and the incentives
system.

6.1 System Architecture

Static Design. Figure 1 shows the same entities as defined in Sect. 2 and concen-
trates on the software architecture of components that allow humans to participate in
the scheme. High-level components have been realized as Java servlets.

Each user-facing component has an id, a password (corresponding to its MediaWiki
account information) and a pair of cryptographic keys (for participating in the proto-
cols). The bankB and the clearingW are special in that certain other components must
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

have knowledge of these entities’ public keys and network addresses in their configura-
tions.

The components marked asuserand reviewercorrespond toU andR as defined
in Sect. 2, and they receive communication at anonymous network addresses addrU

and addrR respectively. The component marked asclearing corresponds toW, it re-
ceives communication at address addrW. The clearingW functions as a front-end to
MediaWiki and its extensions, thus linking its core logic (implemented in PHP and
JavaScript by the MediaWiki conventions) to privacy-friendly incentives system (im-
plemented in Java). The component markedbankcorresponds toB and it receives com-
munication at address addrB.

All entity components maintain relational databases (cylinder shapes in Fig. 1) lo-
cally. The architecture does not assume that their private data is stored at any central
location. For all indicated mappings,a 7→ b serves as a shorthand notation for the map-
ping from the set of all possible values fora to the set of all possible values forb.

Each bankB maintains two tables: The tableaccount is a mappingNB,U 7→
(pkU, n), whereNB,U is a domain pseudonym computed by userU using address
of the bank andn is the current balance of userU’s account at the bank. The table
blacklist is a mappingNB,U 7→ { xj }j , wherexj are textual log entries pertaining
to past double-spending behavior by userU, including the proof of double spending
which can be verified by other parties.



Each userU maintains two tables: The tablewithdraw is a set of e-coins{Ψi }i
that were withdrawn from a bankB and have not yet been spent. The tabledeposit
is a set of spent e-coins{Ωi }i that have been received from another party, but have not
yet been deposited at a bankB.

The clearingW is an extension of the user component and maintains one additional
table: The tableoffer is a mappingP × NP,U 7→ (n) whereNP,U is the readerU’s
domain pseudonym for articleP andn is the number of e-coins offered for a review of
the articleP .

Dynamic Design.We will now explain the dynamic aspects of the system by following
two representative use cases. The WITHDRAW, SPEND and DEPOSIT serve as high-
level protocols calling the core incentive system’s interface introduced in Sect. 4. In
the first use case a userU offers privacy-friendly incentive points for an article review.
The flow for this use case starts at the points marked➊ in Fig. 1 (a userU presses the
“Submit offer” button). Our walk-through assumes that an eligible userU has already
logged into MediaWiki and that the system is in the right state. We present an elaborate
version of this flow in the extended version of this paper.

Step 1.1 To offer e-coins for a non-stable (not reviewed) article, user U fills in an
HTML form (see Fig. 2(a)) and presses the “Submit offer” button.

Step 1.2 The web browser submits user’s request to the userU component, which
runs locally on the user’s machine as a Java servlet. The componentU checks its
withdraw table if sufficient number of unspent e-coins is available. In case of in-
sufficient number of unspent e-coins, the componentU will contact the bankB with
user’s consent, withdraw additional e-coins executing theWITHDRAW protocol and
continue with submitting the offer.

Step 1.3 The userU and the clearingW components interact in the SUBMIT OFFER

request to spend an incentive e-coin.
Step 1.4 The clearingW receives the e-coins, deposits them to the bankB, withdraws

fresh unspent e-coins and stores them in its tablewithdraw. Identification of the
article to which the offer pertains along with the number of e-coins offered are
stored in the tableoffer.

In the second use case a reviewerR receives privacy-friendly incentive points after
conducting a review. The flow for this use case starts at the points marked➋ in Fig. 1
(a reviewerR presses the button “Submit review”). Our walk-through assumes that an
eligible reviewerR has already logged into MediaWiki and that the system is in the
right state.

Step 2.1 A reviewerR chooses to submit a review. To do so, she fills in an HTML form
(see Fig. 2(b)) and presses the “Submit review” button.

Step 2.2 This results in contacting the Java servlet of the reviewerR and an invocation
of the clearingW involving both JavaScript and PHP.

Step 2.3 The clearingW looks up the entry in the tableoffer. On success, it spends
the incentive e-coins with reviewerR using the SPEND protocol and it deletes the
corresponding entries fromoffer.



Step 2.4 The reviewerR receives the spent e-coins and interacts with the bankB to
exchange the e-coins for unspent ones (by executing DEPOSIT, then WITHDRAW)
and stores the fresh e-coins in its tablewithdraw.

(a) Offering incentives. (b) Earning incentives.

Fig. 2. Our privacy-friendly incentives realization in use.

6.2 Anonymous and Pseudonymous Use

We note that MediaWiki already supportspseudonymous use. While this already affords
relatively good privacy properties, our privacy-friendlyincentive system from Sect. 2
can be extended to allow fully anonymous access to Wikipedia. In order to achieve this,
the access control of MediaWiki needs to be adjusted to use domain pseudonym of a
user and a proof that the user registered properly, the MediaWiki extension from [22]
can be used to achieve this.We discuss the actual linkability in the MediaWiki system
in the extended version of this paper.

7 Related work

Incentives are useful to create reputation systems. Steinbrecher studied privacy-
protecting reputation systems [23] using pseudonyms. In such pseudonymous solutions,
the transactions that are taken into account to build reputation can all be linked together.
Therefore, many authors have claimed that achieving privacy in reputation systems is
impossible [20]. In contrast, in our scheme one can build reputation from different trans-
actions without these being linkable.

Adler and de Alfaro [1] proposed an orthogonal content-driven trust extension for
MediaWiki, called WikiTrust. They focus on the analysis of adocument’s author, her
reputation, origin, and trust, whereas our system considers the users’ interactions in
a double-blind review system. Lysyanskaya and co-authors [5] proposed and imple-
mented an incentive system based on plain e-cash and fair exchange or file sharing
applications. Their work focuses on the (fair) exchange of token and digital items. An-
droulaki and co-authors [3] proposed a reputation scheme for a pseudonymous peer-
to-peer network. Their scheme uses e-cash to realize reputation points offered after a
transaction is executed between network participants.

In contrast, we are interested in the (anonymous) relationships of the parties using
e-cash to realize incentive points to enhance the quality ofcontent. Furthermore, we
propose possible extensions to our system to realize reputations of participating parties.



8 Conclusion

This paper has introduced novel concept of a privacy-friendly incentive system to rate
user-generated content. We have proposed the first realization of such a system that
draws on ideas from e-cash and anonymous credentials. The presented solution is
privacy-friendly both from a theoretical and an applied perspective. In addition, we
have contributed a practical architecture that integrateswell with the open-source col-
laboration platform MediaWiki. To this end, we have extended MediaWiki for semi-
anonymous use in a prototype environment, and designed the architecture such that it
can support anonymous use by later adding anonymous credentials for authentication.

We report that we have implemented the cryptographic incentive system on top of
the Identity Mixer library [7, 17]. We have realized a MediaWiki extensionMangowith
appropriate hooks for the cryptographic protocols and we integrated both results into
MediaWiki, that is, hooking the implementation of the cryptographic protocols into the
MediaWiki plug-ins.

We believe that providing such an incentive system nurtureshigh-quality content
on electronic collaboration platforms by vigorous user interaction and rigorous double-
blind reviews. We hope for a raise in quality and trustworthiness of user-generated con-
tent, in particular, if earned incentive points can be exchanged (at a suitable exchange
rate) for real goods, such as CDs or vouchers.

Finally, note that our solution can be extended in multiple ways, most prominently
through: (i) multifaceted incentives, (ii) transferable e-cash, (iii) identity escrow, and
(iv) complex roles and policies.
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